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Vancouver, Canada, Nov 10, 2020 --- Advanced Quality Systems announced 
today that Richard Tom, MD, a senior healthcare IT executive with diverse 
background in engineering and medicine, has joined AQS as The Chief Medical 
Officer and will be responsible for helping to shape and drive AQS products and 
services. 
 
Richard Tom joins the AQS team bringing with him experience as former service 
line executive for medical imaging at Tenet Healthcare where he led 
multidisciplinary teams to improve the financial viability, patient outcomes & grow 
clinical operations.  
 

Richard Tom is a graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy and Johns Hopkins University and has served in the 
US Navy for eight years. 
 
“I am passionate about elevating the patient journey and pushing the boundaries of clinical operations 
through patient centered healthcare redesign” said Richard Tom. “I fully recognize the benefits of AQS the 
potential it has to re-shape the traditional quality control model” 
 
“I welcome Richard to the team and believe his strengths and his forward thinking will be an invaluable asset 
to AQS leadership strength” Said Richard Moss, CEO of Advanced Quality Systems. “His extensive 
experience with deep dive hospital operations and keen analytical skills will position him well for driving the 
success of the AQS portfolio.” 
 
Tom’s addition to the team comes at a time where the company continues to leverage its success in the 
Canadian market and shifts its focus to expansion in the US. Tom joins the AQS team as one of a recent 
growth in executive leadership, strengthening the company’s path towards execution of its US based 
expansion goals. 
 
About 
AQS ILLUMINA drives improved standardized TJC and ACR quality compliance and reduces overall 
management overhead for QC operations, aids physicists, while reducing costs and enabling Radiology staff 
to spend more time filming and providing increased value added care.  
 
The system uses sophisticated pattern recognition algorithms and image analysis to quickly analyze the 
images and calculate all the required values for Vendor, ACR and TJC compliant tests. 
 
Advanced Quality Systems team includes Richard Moss, Miran Aziz, Diana Bradbury, Richard Tom and Lou 
Ann Hinton, former senior executives with decades of health care IT experience between them in the areas of 
product and business development, sales, operations in both large organizations and start-up businesses. 
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